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Director’s Note
Tabe, Mariyang Wagi!

On behalf of the Center for International Indigenous Affairs (CIIA), I present this information
handbook for our Indigenous /Austronesian Re-Connection efforts.

With the fourfold aim of mobilizing Taiwan’s participation in global indigenous communities,
promoting indigenous issues in the mainstream society, establishing an interactive platform for
indigenous peoples to speak out, and training indigenous talents for international communication, the
Center has devoted to advancing Taiwan’s higher education through participating in various forms of
academic activities around the world since its inception in August 2014 under the guidance of the College
of Indigenous Studies.

Funded by the ‘Taiwan Connection’ from the Ministry of Education in Taiwan this May, the CIIA
has taken on the ‘Taiwan-Aotearoa Connection: South-bound Indigenous Education’ project to fulfill its
persistent goals mentioned above. Prior to this project, the CIIA has built connections academically with
Tenri University in Japan, University of Guam in the United States, University of Ottawa in Canada, and
several universities / wānanga / institutions in New Zealand. After the implementation of the project,
various Māori institutions / wānanga are connected through a range of events from both academic and
executive dimensions. Inspired by how wānagna restored indigenous subjectivity and values, we hope to
build mutually beneficial partnership between Taiwan and Aotearoa to further Austronesian history,
cultures and languages as well as training talents in indigenous higher education.

I hope this handbook will provide the opportunity for better understanding of the mission and
activities of CIIA. The impact and contribution of indigenous education in the historical process of
reconciliation is very important for us, as human being, to learn and share. Together we continue the
legacy of our ancestors’ knowledge and values.

Jolan Hsieh / Bavaragh Dagalomai, Ph.D
Director and Professor, Center for International Indigenous Affairs
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National Dong Hwa University
http://www.ndhu.edu.tw
Founded in 1994, National Dong Hwa University (NDHU) is the leading higher education
institute in Eastern Taiwan. It currently consists of eight colleges: the College of Humanities and
Social Sciences, the College of Science and Engineering, the College of Management, the
College of Indigenous Studies, the Hua-Shih College of Education, the College of Fine Arts, the
College of Environmental Studies, and the College of Marine Sciences.
In all, there are a total of 35 academic departments,
48 graduate institutes, and 17 Ph.D. programs.
Totalling over 10,000 students, out of which about
3,800 are graduate students. The student body
comprises students from diverse ethnic and cultural
backgrounds from all over Taiwan and various
foreign countries, including Indonesia, Malaysia,
India, and Myanmar. At present, the University
boasts over 500 scholars who dedicate themselves
to teaching and research; more than 98% of these
full-time faculty members hold Ph.D. degrees from
the world's most prestigious universities.

NDHU recognizes the importance of academic
exchange and collaboration. To this end, the
University actively seeks opportunities of exchange
and cooperation with higher educational and
research institutes worldwide. Currently, NDHU has
developed academic links with over 100 universities
and research institutes in 20 countries. These
partnerships take the forms of MoU, Cooperative
Agreement, Exchange Agreement etc. to foster
collaborative relationship between the institutions
at various levels.

Source: https://www.facebook.com/ndhu.page/
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College of Indigenous Studies, NDHU
http://www.cis.ndhu.edu.tw/bin/home.php?Lang=en
Founded in 2001, the College of Indigenous Studies (CIS) at NDHU is the first college in Taiwan devoted to the
studies of indigenous issues. It currently offers Bachelors, Masters and Doctor of Philosophy degrees through
three departments, Department of Ethnic Relations and Cultures, Department of Indigenous Development and
Social Work (including the Undergraduate Programs of Indigenous Social Work), and Department of Indigenous
Languages and Communication. It also houses four centers each promoting indigenous issues as well as offering
resources to students to navigate through campus life and career. CIS is currently focused on the following
directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Indigenous development issues and theoretical framework,
Indigenous talent education,
Influence over policy-making,
Maintain and development indigenous cultures,
Community-based practices and service delivery,
International Austronesian Research Center.

With the growing number of graduates who are committed to work in various areas with and for indigenous
people, CIS has enjoyed a nation-wide reputation in educating a generation of indigenous youth to serve
indigenous peoples.

Source: http://e-info.org.tw/2013/11/131104.htm
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Departments and programs
Department of Ethnic Relations and Cultures
The Department of Ethnic Relations and Cultures is
the first department in Taiwan dedicated to the
study of ethnic relations and cultures. It offers a
complete range of degrees: B.A., M.A., M.A. for
Working Professionals, and Ph.D. An interdisciplinary
program, faculty members have a wide range of
expertise, including, anthropology, sociology,
political science, history, and art history.

Cultural Change, Modernity and Postcolonialism,
Issues in Ethnicity, Gender, and Class, Community
Development, Indigenous Ecotourism, Indigenous
History and Culture, and Contemporary Indigenous
Issues, etc.
The department cultivates skills in ethnic studies,
multiculturalism, traditional knowledge, and social
practice in order to prepare graduates for careers in
research, government service, as well as cultural
policy development and implementation.

The department provides training for academic
research in ethnic studies and cultural theory with
an emphasis on applied work within an
interdisciplinary and cross-cultural framework. The
department is particularly concerned with issues of
indigenous community development and identity, as
well as the shifting nature of cultural traditions.

In addition to pursuing advanced degrees — in
Taiwan and abroad — in fields such as ethnic studies,
anthropology, sociology, religious studies, history,
and art-related programs, our graduates have a
successful record of finding jobs in the public sector
as well as the cultural industry. Graduates have
found work in museums, private foundations,
publishing houses, historical and cultural centers, as
well as working on projects related to indigenous
community development.

We strongly encourage students to form vigorous
partnerships with local communities; serving and
collaborating with those communities to promote
community development and cultural revitalization.
Our department offers special courses of study in
the following areas: Ethnic Development and

Department of Indigenous Affairs and Development
The Department of Indigenous Affairs and Development aims to cultivate professionals and talents in the areas of
indigenous development, administration and indigenous social work with an emphasis of the balance between
theories and practices, globalization and tribalization, as well as quality and quantity. It currently offers Bachelor
and Master degrees. The department inherits humanistic values and caring traditions of the College of Indigenous
Studies, aiming to provide services especially for indigenous peoples in eastern Taiwan, and to train researchers,
development professionals and social workers for indigenous peoples.
The department is committed to the follow missions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Train professionals in the field of indigenous development and administration,
Train talents in indigenous social work and NGO’s,
Strengthen the basis of research on indigenous issues for policy-making,
Collaborate with communities to provide services in their benefit,
Expand the pathways of education for indigenous people.

The department currently has nine full-time faculty members specializing in the fields of indigenous development
policies, ethnic studies, social work, law, international relations and politics, human geography, social welfare,
ethics and human rights.
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Department of Indigenous Languages and Communication
Established in 2001, the Department of Indigenous
Languages and Communication aims to educate
students with the talent of language preservation
and the skill of audio-visual communication, in order
to revitalize the cultural heritage of indigenous
nations in Taiwan.

process of colonial domination and cultural
assimilation. Many linguists urge to preserve
Taiwan's indigenous language and the creation of
the department is thus to meet the urgent needs for
the revitalization of indigenous language and culture.
The department is committed to providing quality
education that is relevant to indigenous linguistics
and communication, for enabling students to
participate the language preservation and leading to
further opportunities engaging in the future
development of indigenous society.

According to Robert Blust, the Formosan languages
form nine of the ten primary branches of the
Austronesia language family; therefore, Taiwan's
indigenous language is the most important part of
the Austronesia languages, which are widely
dispersed throughout the islands of Southeast Asia
and the Pacific. Recently, most of the Formosan
languages are seriously diminishing due to the

Compared to other universities, our department has the additional resources:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Provide professional training in four course programs including language, literature, communication,
and ethnic development.
Offer indigenous language courses and oral training.
Establish multimedia labs and have two divisions: broadcast and television. To provide students with
more opportunities in practicing the use of multimedia and to increase their experiences for future
career, broadcasting team collaborates and produces programs with the local broadcasting station in
Hualien, and the television team documents the cultural rise and fall, social changes, and the stories
of the youth in villages.
Provide students with multifaceted learning opportunities and environment in accordance with the
course program system of the college and school.

Undergraduate Program of Indigenous Social Work
Established in 2007, the Undergraduate Program of Indigenous Social Work aims to offer professional services for
social work in the eastern Taiwan, especially for indigenous peoples.
In the field of social work, due to the obvious cultural and economic disadvantages of indigenous society, how to
assist indigenous people to improve their own conditions and share the opportunity to pursue the wellbeing have
become one of our missions. At present, most of the departments regarding social work in Taiwan mainly focus
on the mainstream society, which hardly understand the real needs and the wellbeing of indigenous people. We
are also lack of social workers sensitive to indigenous cultures. Therefore, we are committed to the training of
indigenous social workers to promote the construction of indigenous knowledge and the expertise in the field of
social work. We hope that our graduates can work in the multi-cultural environment and then they can improve
the situation of socially disadvantaged members.
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Undergraduate Program in Indigenous Cultural Heritage and Industry
The Undergraduate Program in Indigenous Cultural
Heritage and Industry is currently undergoing
approval by NDHU. This program aims to respond to
current social needs in Taiwan to realize indigenous
autonomy through training talents to enable
economic growth in indigenous communities
through highlighting indigenous cultures and art. CIS

emphasizes engaging cultural, social and historical
indigenous issues through critical thinking and
contexualization and encourages them to pursuit
careers that would have practical benefits to
indigenous peoples and communities. This program
will work closely with the College of Fine Arts as well
as indigenous craftsman and artists.

The program will include the following fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

indigenous art (visual art, craft, contemporary art and curation),
indigenous music and dance (performance art, traditional and creative music and dance),
indigenous museum (with new conceptions of museums integrating community and selfdetermination development),
indigenous cultural heritage (rituals, traditional craft, and oral histories),
indigenous literatures and images (myths, author literature, image creation and etc).

Centers
Indigenous Students Resource Center
To heighten the competitiveness of indigenous students at NDHU and train future talents in various indigenous
issues, the College of Indigenous Studies established the Indigenous Students Resource Center in 2014. Targeting
the well-being of indigenous student body, the center offers counseling in multiple capacities to strengthen selfconfidence in learning and enhance abilities in students.
Missions of the indigenous students resource center:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Build network for indigenous students to connect with indigenous faculty members,
integrate school counseling unit resources, strengthen the basic database of students,
foster a learning environment at the NDHU on indigenous cultural and social education as well as
ethnic affairs,
provide counselling services to indigenous students on issues of campus-life adaptation and career
seeking.
Promote exchange opportunities between indigenous students.

Center of Indigenous Development
The Center of Indigenous Development connects government and private resources to promote non-tertiary
indigenous adult education, talent training and policy think tank.
Missions of the Center of Indigenous Development:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To promote the Center to become the cradle of lifelong learning and training for indigenous people
with professional skills and the think tank for indigenous policies,
To strengthen the functions in policy consultation, publication and the construction of data base
related to indigenous cultures,
Combined with government and non-government resources, to jointly promote the educational
activities, build indigenous education network and facilitate the use of resources,
To promote indigenous exchange and cooperation at the international level, build the network with
global indigenous society and promote the link and partnership.
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Center for International Indigenous Affairs
The Center for International Indigenous Affairs at National Dong Hwa University was founded in August 2014 with
a vision to promote international indigenous research collaboration, raise student awareness on indigenous
issues across the world, and engender vibrant exchanges of indigenous academic, education and cultural affairs.
In the last few years, the center has build up connections with various higher education programs and institutes
around the world, such as Tenri University (Japan), University of Guam (USA), University of Ottawa (Canada), and
Te Wānanga o Aotearoa (New Zealand). The Center also welcomes individual scholars for research partnership,
and has been host Fulbright Scholars from the USA.
Missions of the Center for International Indigenous Affairs are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Examine and establish appropriate measures for international exchanges of indigenous academic,
educational and cultural affairs.
Plan and implement strategies, tasks and evaluation for international dialogue and collaboration for
the College of Indigenous Studies.
Establish program and evaluation for international student recruitment, guidance and scholarship for
the College of Indigenous Studies.
Facilitate and assist the University’s international exchange programs on policy and goal
implementation.

Indigenous Culture and Communication Center
The Indigenous Culture and Communication Center
is a base for the training for talents in indigenous
culture and communication. Connecting formal

communication education training with actual handon practices, the center aims to advance current
indigenous media in Taiwan.

Missions of Indigenous Culture and Communication Center:
1.
2.
3.

Combined with government and non-government resources, to jointly promote indigenous cultural
and communication education activities.
To build indigenous cultural and communication database by collecting and publishing indigenous
cultural knowledge and communication practices.
To build the relationship with local and global indigenous media by facilitating national and
international cooperation in indigenous culture and communication.
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College of Indigenous Studies Dance Troup
The Troup was established in 2005 and is composed of students at NDHU interested in indigenous culture of
music and dance. Students from different places in Taiwan spend their spare time with elders to learn the music
and dance cultures of different Indigenous Peoples or groups. The Troupe hopes to pass down the beauty of
Taiwan indigenous people’s cultures through rigorous fieldwork and revive the cultures of indigenous peoples. By
doing so, the Troup also hopes to inspire great enthusiasm for traditional culture among young generation of
indigenous peoples.
Recent international performances:




2016 The 12th Festival of Pacific Art (Guam)
2015 The tour in San Francisco and Los Angeles, USA
2015 The tour in 15 cities of North America, the Taiwan Traditional Week held by Overseas Community
Affairs Council, Taiwan

Photo credit: College of Indigenous Studies Dance Troup.

College of Indigenous Studies Radio Station
Founded in 2013, the radio station ‘Voices of Dong
Hwa’ is a hub for students in communications to put
their learnings into practice. The station is
characterized by the strong connection between the

university and the geo-social, environmental, and
cultural landscapes of eastern Taiwan. The station’s
programs include campus news, news in indigenous
languages and programs with ethnic features.

Photo credit: Voices of Dong Hwa
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National Indigenous University Establishment Assessment Project
As Taiwan has undergone several colonial regimes,
the environment for cultural development for the
indigenous peoples has changed dramatically if not
diminished. This results in indigenous people drifting
between 'citizen of the state' and 'member of the
indigenous nation'. Given contemporary context of
multiculturalism and international indigenous rights
movements, Taiwan is gradually moving away from
the single-direction understanding of indigenous
development and embracing multi-dimensional
pathways.

The Center of Indigenous Development at CIS has
been commissioned by the government to
investigate in the 'National Indigenous University
Establishment Assessment Project'. The project aims
to study examples from Australia, Canada, China,
New Zealand, Spain, Sweden and U.S where
indigenous universities are in place and assess the
possibility of establishing one of our own. In
particular, the three Wānanga in New Zealand are
our main focus of study as they are exceptional in
the cultivation on indigenous professionals and
construction of indigenous knowledge systems with
a complete range of education levels. In addition,
their experiences with engaging modern/western
paradigms of knowledges as well as expertise in
language and cultural revitalization, international
expansion of cultural and art industries, campus
building and all-Maori curriculum are the specific
aspects of our interest. This project plans to visit the
three Wānanga to gather information and meet with
executives, members of the faculties as well as
students in early 2018 to gain further insight on
successful indigenous university experiences.

However, indigenous education in Taiwan still faces
multiple challenges. For example, traditional
indigenous cultures and knowledge are diminishing
rapidly without a mechanism in place to collect and
preserve such valuable wisdom. Consequently,
without this basis on which indigenous education
can be built upon, difficulties lie for the cultivation of
talents working for indigenous peoples and
communities in the future. The Indigenous
University thus holds a critical role in indigenous
education as it aims to deepen indigenous research
and train talents for indigenous higher education
serving as the basis for a more holistic indigenous
education system.
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Taiwan Connection Project
Given the general direction of the New Southbound Policy (see later), the Taiwan Ministry of Education (MOE) is
implementing the Taiwan Connection Project to deepen existing connections and to promote substantial
partnership between Taiwan and the target countries. This project encourages universities and research institutes
in Taiwan to form education and research exchange platforms between five institutes in Taiwan and the partner
countries (at least two institutes in each country).
The tasks for Taiwan Connection are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Encourage exchange opportunities on education and culture,
Initiate collaborations based on the distinctiveness of each country,
Provide a range of diverse channels to promote Taiwanese talents,
Maintain online information database regularly,
Collect and analyze existing resources in Taiwan to contribute to the goals of Taiwan Connection.

The Centre for International Indigenous Affairs has been commissioned by the MOE to focus building partnership
with New Zealand. As Taiwanese Indigenous Peoples, we share a special bond with Māori. We look forward to
working with New Zealand’s wide range education institutions under MOE’s project as well as MoU / Exchange
Programs
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Previous Collaborations with the Center for International Indigenous Affairs

2015 Te Wānanga o Aotearoa visit, meeting with
Te Taiurungi (CEO) Jim Mather and Ngā Tumu
(Leadership team).

2015 visit to Tai Wānanga, High school in Hamiton,
Aotearoa, New Zealand

2015 Taituarā (Deputy CEO) of Te Wānanga o Aotearoa John Whaanga Taiwan visit, meeting with NDHU
president, CIS Dean, and local tribal community

2017 Eddie Walker’s Taiwan visit, meeting with local committee members and teachers for experience exchange.
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Source: http://www.ndhu.edu.tw/files/14-1000-120603,r2390-1.php?Lang=en
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Press Release for Taiwan-Aotearoa Connection Workshop
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Source: http://www.ndhu.edu.tw/files/14-1000-121213,r2390-1.php?Lang=en
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Press Release for 'Austronesian Reconnection: Taiwan-Aotearoa Indigenous Education Forum'
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Source: http://www.ndhu.edu.tw/files/14-1000-121927,r2390-1.php?Lang=EN
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ANZTEC Chapter 19 – Cooperation on Indigenous Issues (see Appendix II later) to advance new opportunities and
cooperation between our peoples.

MoU / Exchange Programs
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Previous Collaborations with the Center for International Indigenous Affairs

2015 Te Wānanga o Aotearoa visit, meeting with
Te Taiurungi (CEO) Jim Mather and Ngā Tumu
(Leadership team).

2015 visit to Tai Wānanga, High school in Hamiton,
Aotearoa, New Zealand

2015 Taituarā (Deputy CEO) of Te Wānanga o Aotearoa John Whaanga Taiwan visit, meeting with NDHU
president, CIS Dean, and local tribal community

2017 Eddie Walker’s Taiwan visit, meeting with local committee members and teachers for experience exchange.
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Press Release
'TW-NZ Connection' Project
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Source: http://www.ndhu.edu.tw/files/14-1000-120603,r2390-1.php?Lang=en
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Source: http://www.ndhu.edu.tw/files/14-1000-121213,r2390-1.php?Lang=en
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Press Release for 'Austronesian Reconnection: Taiwan-Aotearoa Indigenous Education Forum'
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Source: http://www.ndhu.edu.tw/files/14-1000-121927,r2390-1.php?Lang=EN
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ANZTEC Chapter 19 – Cooperation on Indigenous Issues
Agreement between the
Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen, and Matsu
and New Zealand on Economic Cooperation

CHAPTER 19
COOPERATION ON INDIGENOUS ISSUES
Article 1
Objectives
The objectives of this Chapter are to:
a)

seek to enhance cultural and people-to-people contacts between the indigenous peoples in the
Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu and New Zealand’s Māori; and

b)

expand and facilitate trade and economic relations between the indigenous peoples in the Separate
Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu and New Zealand’s Māori.

Article 2
Implementation
1. The coordinating authorities responsible for the implementation of this Chapter are:
a) for New Zealand: the Ministry of Māori Development (Te Puni Kōkiri); and
b) for Chinese Taipei: the Council of Indigenous Peoples.
2. The Parties shall, through their coordinating authorities:
a) hold at least one meeting each year for the planning of measures designed to enhance economic,
cultural and people-to-people contacts between the indigenous peoples in the Separate Customs
Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu and New Zealand’s Māori;
b) promote and facilitate the exchange of experiences relating to indigenous peoples’ issues,
including the following areas: economic and business development, tourism, natural resource
development, artistic performances, agricultural production, culture, language promotion, education,
human rights, land ownership issues, employment, social policy, biodiversity, sports and traditional
medicine;
c) promote and facilitate the development of direct contacts with or between academic institutions,
non-governmental organisations, local government bodies and tribal authorities, to support these
endeavours;
d) promote indigenous personnel exchanges in academic, cultural and business exchanges through
conferences on a rotation basis, including educators, cultural workers, language instructors, writers
31
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and artists, linguists, and ethnologists;
e) promote stronger relationships between Māori exporters and importers in the Separate Customs
Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu;
f)

promote stronger relationships between indigenous exporters in the Separate Customs Territory of
Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu and New Zealand importers;

g) encourage stronger institutional relationships in tourism, including cooperation and exchange
mechanisms, workshops, and internships with the participation of the public and private sectors;
h) advance exchanges in translation and the publication of indigenous research and literary works;
i)

promote exchanges and relations between their indigenous peoples on broadcasting, including
television and other media, licensing and the release of indigenous music recordings, films and
multimedia productions in the context of Chapter 18 (Film and Television Co-Production); and

j)

arrange funding for any exchanges facilitated under this Chapter on a case-by-case basis.

Article 3
Consultation
1. At the request of either Party, the Parties agree to consult each other concerning any policies or decisions
which may adversely impact the indigenous peoples’ aspects of trade between the Parties.
2. Neither Party shall have recourse to Chapter 21 (Dispute Settlement) in respect of any issue arising from
or relating to this Chapter.
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Gift from Te Wānanga o Aotearoa

Artist:

Ramona Tahere (tauira of Te Wānanga o Aotearoa

Iwi:

Ngā Puhi / Ngāti Kahungunu

Medium:

Acrylic paint and ink on stretched canvas

Kaupapa:

‘Mauri Ora’ the essence of life.

(Theme)

Maui a hero in Māori mythology, breathed life into Hine-Tītama who was the first woman, and
he uttered the phrase “Tihei Mauri Ora” (the sneeze of life)
From birth comes great things and it takes a whole village to raise a child. We are all a product of
something, shaped and influenced by the ever-changing environment that we live in.
Starting as a vessel constantly growing and learning, the choice is ours to make the most of life
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Austronesian shared vocabulary of numbers
Language

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Pangcah/Amis
Bunun
Kavalan
Siraya
Ilocano
Cebuano
Tagalog/Filipino
Tausug
Cham (East)
Bahasa
Indonesia /
Malaysia
Sundanese
Javanese
Toraja (Sa’dan)
Malagasy
Chamorro
Roro (PNG)

cecay
tasa
issa
satsat
maysa
usa
isa
isa
sa
satu

tosa
dusa
zusa
ruha
dua
duha
dalawa
duwa
dua
dua

tolo
tau
tulu
turu
tallo
tulo
tatlo
tuu
klau
tiga

sepat
paat
spat
Apat/xpat
uppat
upat
apat
upat
pak
empat

lima
hima
lima
rima
lima
lima
lima
lima
limo
lima

enem
nuum
enem
Ani/nni
innem
unum
anim
unum
nam
enam

pito
pitu
pitu
kipa
pito
pito
pito
pitu
tijuh
tujuh

falo
vau
walu
pitu
walo
walo
walo
walu
dalapan
delapan

siwa
siva
siwa
matuda
siam
siyam
siyam
siyam
samilan
sembilan

ngotep
macan
staray
kityan
sangapulo
napulo
Sampu
hangpuu
sapluh
sepuluh

Hiji
Siji
meesa
iray/isa
hacha
hamona;

dua
loro
dua
roa
hugua
rua;

tilu
telu
tallu
telo
tulu
aihau;

opat
papat
appa
efatra
fatfat
bani;

lima
lima
lima
dimy
lima
ima;

genep
enem
anan
enina
gunum
abaihau;

dalapan
wolu
karua
valo
gualu
ababani;

dua
tasi
taha
ho’e

rua
lua
ua
piti

tolu
tolu
tolu
toru

va
fa
fa
maha

lima
lima
nima
pae

ono
ono
ono
ono

walu
valu
valu
va’u

salapan
sanga
kassera
sivy
sigua
ababani
hamomo;
civa
iva
hiva
iva

sapuluh
sepuluh
sangpulo
folo
manot
harauhaia

Fijian
Samoan
Tongan
Tahitian

tujuh
pitu
pitu
fito
fiti
abaihau
hamomo;
vitu
fitu
fitu
hitu

Marquesan
(North)
Māori
Hawaiian
Rapanui

e tahi

e ua

e tou

e fa

e ima

e ono

e fitu

e vau

e iva

Sagavalu
sefulu
hongofulu
ho’e
‘ahuru
onohu’u

tahi
‘ekahi
tahi

rua
‘elua
rua

toru
‘ekolu
toru

wha
‘eha
ha

rima
‘elima
rima

ono
‘eono
ono

whitu
‘ehiku
hita

waru
‘ewalu
vau

Iwa
‘eiwa
iva

tekau
‘umi
angahuru
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About Taiwan
Taiwan is located in the West Pacific between Japan
and the Philippines. Its jurisdiction extends to the
archipelagos of Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu, as well
as numerous other islets. The total area of Taiwan
proper and its outlying islands is around 36,197 km2.

populous than three-quarters of the world’s nations.
Taiwan proper has more than its share of natural
splendor. Mountain ranges with many peaks
reaching over 3,000 m — including East Asia’s
highest, Jade Mountain (Yushan)—and forested
foothills occupy more than half of its area. The island
also features volcanic mountains, tablelands, coastal
plains and basins.

At about the size of the Netherlands, but with a
population of some 23 million, Taiwan is more

Snapshot
Land area

36,197 km2

Length of Taiwan

395 km

Width of Taiwan

144 km

Population

23.55 million (April 2017)

Ethnicity

Over 95 percent Han Chinese (including Holo, Hakka and other groups that
originated in mainland China), 2 percent indigenous peoples, 2 percent new
immigrants primarily from mainland China and Southeast Asia.

Government

Multiparty democracy

Capital

Taipei City

National Currency

New Taiwan dollar

Languages

Mandarin (Chinese), Holo (Taiwanese), Hakka, Austronesian languages

Major religions

Buddhism, Taoism, I-Kuan Tao, Chinese folk religions, Christianity, Islam

Reference: Taiwan at a Glance http://multilingual.mofa.gov.tw/web/web_UTF-8/MOFA/glance2017/English.pdf
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Map of Taiwan

Source: https://www.mapsofworld.com/taiwan/
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Taiwan indigenous peoples
Sixteen indigenous peoples have been officially
recognized by Taiwan’s government: Amis (Pangcah),
Atayal, Paiwan, Bunun, Puyuma, Rukai, Tsou, Saisiyat,
Yami (Tao), Thao, Kavalan, Truku, Sakizaya, Seediq,
Kla'alua and Kanakanavu. Additionally, some ten
nations of the plains indigenous peoples (such as
Siraya, and Makatao) are obtaining recognition for
their lost indigenous status since the work of
Transitional Justice initiated by President Tsai Ingwen.

of indigenous status for the Plains Indigenous
peoples. The Indigenous Historical Justice and
Transitional Justice Committee 1 isworking on the
issues of land matters, culture, language, history and
reconciliation.

Unlike the later migrants who came from
southeastern China, Taiwan indigenous peoples
belong to the larger Austronesian grouping of
peoples who have spread across all of the Pacific
Ocean, to Southeast Asia and across the Indian
Ocean to Madagascar. According to official records,
the indigenous population of Taiwan is close to
550,000, constituting 2.23 per cent of the island’s
total population.
Over past centuries, like other indigenous
populations around the world, Taiwan indigenous
peoples have faced the disruption to their
populations, territories, cultures, languages and
traditional values. Since the early seventeenth
century, foreign colonizers, including the
Netherlands, Spain, the family of Zheng Chenggong,
the Manchu Empire, Japan and the Chinese
Nationalists under Chiang Kai-shek and Chiang
Ching-kuo, have subjugated and oppressed Taiwan’s
indigenous peoples.
In 2000, Taiwan Rapid economic development in
Taiwan during the 1970s and 1980s brought political
and social changes to Taiwan as a whole and to its
indigenous peoples.
The victory of the Democratic Progressive Party’s
(DPP) in the 2000 presidential election was an
historical milestone in Taiwan’s democratic
consolidation, as it was the first peaceful transfer of
power between political parties in Taiwan’s history.
The “Indigenous Identity Act” and the “Indigenous
Basic Law” were respectively passed in 2001 and
2005. And, more recently on the first Indigenous
Peoples’ Day, 1 August 2016, President Tsai
apologized to Taiwan’s indigenous peoples on behalf
of the state (see Appendix I). Most notable measures
taken following Tsai’s apology are the establishment
of an Indigenous Historical Justice and
Transitional Justice Committee and the restoration

1

Pasuya Poiconx (Dean, College of Indigenous Studies,
National Dong Hwa University) is the Deputy Convenor of
the Committee and many faculty members of the College
hold important positions in the subcommittees, including
4 convenors of the 5 subcommittees. Our delegation
leader, Dr. Jolan Hsieh, is convenor of the reconciliation
subcommittees.
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The missions of the Committee is as followed:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Collect, process, and disclose accurate historical information regarding violations against indigenous
peoples and deprivation of indigenous rights caused throughout history by alien regimes or
immigrants.
Draw up plans for administrative, legislative, or other measures to provide restitution, reparations, or
compensation for violations against indigenous peoples and deprivation of indigenous rights.
Conduct a comprehensive review to identify laws and policies that cause discrimination against
indigenous peoples or violate the Indigenous Peoples Basic Law, and put forward amendment
recommendations.
Actively implement the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the
various relevant international human rights conventions.
Collect, process, and discuss information and views regarding indigenous historical justice and
transitional justice.

Reference: Indigenous Peoples Council https://www.apc.gov.tw/portal/index.html?lang=en_US
Indigenous Historical Justice and Transitional Justice Committee http://indigenous-justice.president.gov.tw/EN

Geographic distribution of indigenous peoples

.

National Dong Hwa University
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Education in Taiwan
The education system in Taiwan spans nursery
schools through university. Public education has
been compulsory from primary school through
junior high school since 1968. The 9 years
compulsory education includes 6 years of
elementary and 3 years of junior high. Senior
secondary education consists of three years of
schooling and includes “general senior secondary
schools,” “skill-based senior secondary schools,”
“comprehensive senior secondary schools,” and
“specialized senior secondary schools. In 2001
roughly 16% of the central government budget was
spent on education.

There are over 100 institutions of higher education
in Taiwan. Roughly 2/3 of the over 100,000 students
taking the national university entrance exams are
accepted to a higher educational institution. Higher
education in Taiwan is similar to the American higher
education system. Since the 1990s many trade
schools and junior colleges have been "promoted" to
university status, which can account for the high
university entrance rates. Nonetheless, a high score
is desired as an admission criterion to the socially or
economically prestigious institutions.

New Southbound Policy
The New Southbound Policy is an initiative of the
government of Taiwan under President Tsai Ing-wen
to enhance cooperation and exchanges between
Taiwan and 18 countries in Southeast Asia, South
Asia, New Zealand and Australia. The New
Southbound Policy has been adopted in order to
identify a new direction and a new driving force for a
new stage of Taiwan's economic development, to
redefine Taiwan's important role in Asia's
development, and to create future value. At the
same time, via this policy, our government hopes to
start up wide-ranging negotiation and dialogue with
the nations of ASEAN and South Asia as well as New
Zealand and Australia, with an eye to establishing
close cooperation and together achieving regional
development and prosperity.

formulated a New Southbound Talent Development
Program (2017-2020) based on that policy’s overall
guidelines and the New Southbound Policy
Promotion Plan. Using a dual strategy to develop
talent for both the short and long term, the MOE’s
development program will help Taiwan’s colleges
and universities pursue substantive educational
exchanges in ASEAN and South Asian countries while
increasing bilateral interaction and participation in
academic alliances. These initiatives will help realize
the government’s vision for mutually beneficial
cooperation that will cultivate talent and spur
regional economic development.Educational efforts
under the New Southbound Policy will be peopleoriented, and encourage two-way exchanges and
resource sharing.

Because human talent is the key to New Southbound
Policy success, the Ministry of Education (MOE) has
In addition to optimizing existing policies and initiatives, the MOE has adopted three main strategies:
A. Provide high-quality educational opportunities in Taiwan and facilitate two-way cooperation to
cultivate professional talent,
B. Expand bilateral talent exchanges,
C. Expand bilateral cooperative educational platforms.
Reference:
New South Bound Policy:
Executive Yuan http://nspp.mofa.gov.tw/nsppe/news.php?post=112894&unit=376
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
http://english.ey.gov.tw/News_Hot_Topic.aspx?n=67224DA6FB48B050&sms=51088E44A6F236AA
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Indigenous Rights in Taiwan
An official apology issued by President Tsai
August 1st, 2016 (National Indigenous Day)

Photo Source: https://www.flickr.com/photos/presidentialoffice/28611684181/in/album-72157671740117086/
On this day 22 years ago, the term "shanbao"
(mountain people) in the Additional Articles of our
Constitution was replaced with the proper name:
"indigenous people". This correction not only did
away with a discriminatory term, but also
highlighted the status of indigenous peoples as
Taiwan's "original owners".

Let me put in simple terms why we are apologizing
to the indigenous peoples. Four hundred years ago,
there were already people living in Taiwan. These
first inhabitants lived their lives and had their own
languages, cultures, customs, and domains. But then,
without their consent, another group of people
arrived on these shores, and in the course of history,
they took everything from the first inhabitants who,
on the land they have known most intimately,
became displaced, foreign, non-mainstream, and
marginalized.

From this basis, today, we are taking another step
forward. To all indigenous peoples of Taiwan: On
behalf of the government, I express to you our
deepest apology. For the four centuries of pain and
mistreatment you have endured, I apologize to you
on behalf of the government.

The success of one ethnic people can be built on the
suffering of another. Unless we deny that we are a
country of justice, we must face up to this history.
We must tell the truth. And then, most importantly,
the government must genuinely reflect on this past.
This is why I stand here today.

I know that even now, there are some around us
who see no need to apologize. But that is the most
important reason why I am representing the
government to issue this apology today. To see what
was unfair in the past as a matter of course, or to
treat the pain of other ethnic peoples as an
unavoidable part of human development, this is the
first mindset that we, standing here today, resolve
to change and overturn.
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identities of the Pingpu ethnic group. For this, I
apologize to the Pingpu ethnic group on behalf of
the government.

There is a book called "The General History of
Taiwan" published in 1920. In its foreword are these
words: "Taiwan had no history. The Dutch pioneered
it, the Koxinga Kingdom built it, and the Qing Empire
managed it." This is a typical Han view of history.
The truth is that indigenous peoples have been here
for thousands of years, with rich culture and wisdom
that have been passed down through generations.
But we only know to write history from the
perspective of the dominant. For this, I apologize to
the indigenous peoples on behalf of the government.

After the democratic transition, the country began
to respond to the appeals of indigenous movements.
The government made certain promises and efforts.
Today, we have an Indigenous Peoples Basic Law
that is quite advanced. However, government
agencies have not given sufficient weight to this law.
Our actions have not been fast enough,
comprehensive enough or sound enough. For this, I
apologize to the indigenous peoples on behalf of the
government.

The Dutch and the Koxinga Kingdom massacred and
exploited the Pingpu ethnic group. The Qing Empire
presided over bloody confrontations and
suppression. Colonial Japan put in place
comprehensive savage policies. And the post-war
ROC government undertook assimilation policies.
For 400 years, every regime that has come to Taiwan
has brutally violated the rights of indigenous peoples
through armed invasion and land seizure. For this, I
apologize to the indigenous peoples on behalf of the
government.

Taiwan is known as a culturally diverse society. But
even today, indicators on health, education,
economic livelihood, political participation and more
still show gaps between indigenous and nonindigenous peoples. Meanwhile, stereotypes and
even discrimination against indigenous peoples have
not gone away. The government has not done
enough, so indigenous peoples have suffered pain
and frustration unknown to other ethnic peoples.
For this, I apologize to the indigenous peoples on
behalf of the government.

Indigenous peoples maintain tribal order according
to traditional customs, and ecological balance
according to traditional wisdom. But in the process
of modern state-building, indigenous peoples lost
the right to steer their own course and govern their
own affairs. The fabric of traditional societies was
torn apart, and the collective rights of peoples were
not recognized. For this, I apologize to the
indigenous peoples on behalf of the government.

Our efforts have fallen short, and succeeding
generations have been blind to this inadequacy.
Because of this, your hardship has continued to this
day. For this we are truly sorry.
Today's apology is long overdue, but it is a beginning.
I do not expect any one speech or phrase of apology
to wipe away four centuries of pain and suffering by
the indigenous peoples. But I do hope with all my
heart that today's apology will set this country and
all its people on the path towards reconciliation.

Indigenous peoples had their own languages.
However, with Japanese rule aiming to assimilate
and turn all into imperial subjects, and with the ROC
government banning tribal languages after 1945,
indigenous peoples' languages suffered great losses.
Most Pingpu languages have disappeared.
Successive governments have been negligent in the
protection of indigenous cultures. For this, I
apologize to the indigenous peoples on behalf of the
government.

Please allow me to shed light on this occasion with a
piece of indigenous wisdom. In the Atayal language,
truth is called "Balay", and reconciliation is called
"Sbalay", so you simply add an "S" sound to "Balay".
Truth and reconciliation are in fact two related
concepts. In other words, only by facing the truth
sincerely can reconciliation be attained.

Without the knowledge of the Yami tribe, the
government stored nuclear waste on Orchid Island.
Tribe members on the island had to suffer the
negative consequences. For this, I apologize to the
Yami people on behalf of the government.

In indigenous cultures, when a tribe member has
offended another and intends to reconcile, an elder
brings together the offender and the offended – not
to produce a direct apology, but to allow each side
to frankly share their inner journeys. When this
truth-telling concludes, the elder calls for everyone
to drink together, so that what is past is truly past.
This is "Sbalay".

Ever since outsiders began arriving in Taiwan, the
Pingpu ethnic group on the western plains have born
the brunt of the impact. One ruling power after
another eroded the individual and collective
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I hope today's occasion can be a "Sbalay" between
the government and the indigenous peoples. I have
spoken of past mistakes and truths the best I can,
with nothing held back. In a moment, our indigenous
friends will speak. I do not dare ask you to forgive,
here and now. But I sincerely ask you to sustain the
hope that past wrongs will not be repeated, and that
one day, this country can see true reconciliation.

I will ask the relevant agencies to immediately pull
together cases in which indigenous community
members have been indicted or sentenced for
hunting, where the hunting was done in accordance
with traditional customs, on traditional lands, and
for non-transactional needs, and where the animals
hunted were not protected by conservation laws.
For such cases we will deliberate solutions.

Today is only a beginning. The duty for reconciliation
lies not with the indigenous peoples and the Pingpu
ethnic group, but with the government. I know that
words of apology alone are not enough. What we
actually do for the indigenous peoples will decide
whether reconciliation succeeds or stumbles.

I will also direct relevant agencies to present an
investigative report on the decision-making process
of nuclear waste storage on Orchid Island. Before
finding a permanent solution for the nuclear waste,
we will provide the Yami tribe appropriate
compensation.

Therefore, I am here to announce that we are
setting up an Indigenous Historical Justice and
Transitional Justice Committee under the
Presidential Office. As the head of state, I will serve
as convener and work hand in hand with tribal
representatives to pursue historical justice. We will
also discuss, on the basis of equality, the future
policy direction of this country.

At the same time, under the principle of respecting
the Pingpu ethnic group's self-identity, and
recognizing their identity, we will examine relevant
laws before September 30 of this year, so that
Pingpu ethnic group identity will receive the rights
and status it deserves.

I want to stress that this committee places the
greatest importance on equality between the
country and the indigenous peoples. The election of
tribal representatives, including for the Pingpu
ethnic group, will take as basis the consensus of
peoples and tribes. This committee will serve as a
mechanism for collective decision-making by
indigenous peoples, and will ensure that the voices
of tribe members find true expression.

On November 1 of this year, we will begin to
delineate and announce indigenous traditional
territories and lands. The system of tribal public
corporation is already in place. In the future, the
ideals of indigenous self-government will be realized
step by step. We will step up the pace and submit
for legislative deliberation three laws of great
importance to indigenous peoples: the Indigenous
Peoples Self-Government Act, the Indigenous
Peoples Land and Sea Areas Act, and the Indigenous
Languages Development Act.

In addition, I will request that our Executive Yuan
convene regularly the Indigenous Peoples Basic Law
Promotion Committee, and use the Yuan's authority
to coordinate and handle matters related to any
consensus reached by the above-mentioned
committee. These matters include the following: to
retrieve historical memories, to promote indigenous
self-government, to seek fair economic development,
to ensure continuation of culture and education, to
safeguard indigenous health, and to protect the
rights of urban indigenous peoples, etc.

Later this afternoon, we will convene a national
indigenous peoples administrative meeting. In that
meeting, the government will elaborate on the
policies. On every August 1 to come, the Executive
Yuan will report to the indigenous peoples our
progress on restoring historical justice and
transitional justice. To implement the Indigenous
Peoples Basic Law, to serve indigenous historical
justice, and to lay the foundation for indigenous selfgovernment – these are the three major goals for
the government's policy towards indigenous peoples.

Where modern laws and indigenous traditional
cultures are at odds, we will set up an Indigenous
Legal Service Center with a high degree of cultural
sensitivity, to reduce through institutional design the
growing clashes between indigenous customs and
modern laws.

To all of our indigenous friends here and watching
on TV and online: I invite you to stand witness. I
invite you not to endorse, but to oversee. Please
keep pressure on the government and right its
course where necessary, so that it will realize its
commitments and right historical wrongs.
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I call upon our entire society to come together and
get to know our history, get to know our land, and
get to know the cultures of our many ethnic peoples.
Let us work towards reconciliation, a shared
existence and shared prosperity, and a new future
for Taiwan.

I want to thank all of our indigenous friends. You
remind everyone in this country that there is
irreplaceable value in the land we tread on and the
traditions we inherit. This value deserves dignity.
In the future, we will push for policies to ensure that
succeeding generations of indigenous tribes and all
ethnic peoples in Taiwan never lose their languages
and memories, that they are never separated from
their cultural traditions, and that never again are
they lost in a land of their own.

I call upon all citizens to seize the opportunities
offered by this day – to join together, work hard, and
build a country of justice, a country of true diversity
and equality.

Thank you.
Source: http://indigenous-justice.president.gov.tw/EN/Page/42

Photo Source: https://www.president.gov.tw/NEWS/20603
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Shadow Report 2016 on the Implementation of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights
Special Chapter on Indigenous Peoples
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Source: http://covenantswatch.org.tw/english/
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Shadow Report 2016 on the Implementation of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Culture Rights
Special Chapter on Indigenous Peoples
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Source: http://covenantswatch.org.tw/english/
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